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Pixoul

About us

Our name is an extension of our digital philosophy—to empower our clients to scale their teams and use every pixel to delight and 

inspire users.  



We believe that human-centered problem solving begins by leveraging your unique business value and organizational purpose. 

Throughout this guide, you’ll learn more about what Pixoul can offer your organization; I’m confident we’ll build something great 

together. 



Our team is excited by the opportunity to help you realize your digital potential and achieve substantial growth.



We look forward to working with you. 


Devon Fata
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CEO & President, Pixoul

We are Pixoul.™



Pixoul

about us

Selected clients
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USEMAP
Healthcare Compliance Pros

Emissions Consult



about us

Pixoul

What our clients say

I love knowing Pixoul's staffing team can 
deliver; it frees me up to focus on other 
initiatives that have taken a back seat.

Valerie Grant, chief People officer

“
Pixoul placed a team of 8 engineers with 
us. I'm excited to see the caliber of talent is 
some of the best I've worked with.

Louis Carta, VP of Engineering

“
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what we do

“Acquiring the  is our most important key to 
growth. It was—and still is—the most 


essential thing we do."

right talent

Marc Bennioff, CEO of Salesforce
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what we do

Our approach: strategic sourcing

We help clients scale high-value teams across project 

management, design, and development to make your next 

digital project a success. 



In addition to our recruitment team, we rely on our internal 

product experts to throughly vet every candidate.

Hiring the wrong people is the fastest 
way to  a sustainable 
business.

undermine

kevin j. donaldson, author, business coach

“
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what we do

How we work for you

We'll work with you to craft a job description and define exactly what kind 

of talent you need. Together, we’lll scale a team that works for your unique 

talent needs.



Here’s our proven six-step process:

Candidate interviews

Skills test & reviews

Client approval

Personality profiles

Background checks

Onboarding



Our services and 
capabilities.
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what we do

Types of candidates we source

We scale effective, experienced, and versatile product design and development teams.

Project strategy

Project managers

Product owners

Product managers

Scrum masters

Business analysts

Design

UX designers

UX researchers

UI visual designers

Product designers

Motion/animation designers

Interaction designers

Gamification designers

Development

Front-end developers

Back-end developers

Full-stack developers

QA engineers

DevOps engineers
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Us-based or International Full-time or part-time In-person or remote Permanent placement or temporary

Other

Data scientists

Copywriters

Digital product consultants

Blockchain solutions engineers



Pixoul

Services we offer

Staffing services
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AI candidate sourcing (included)

Skills tests, code reviews, design challenges

In-depth personality profiles

Culture-fit assessments

Background & reference checks

Looking for a digital partner to build your next product?  


Download our Digital Consulting Lookbook to learn how we can help.

Identify your team of digital experts

Rigorous behavioral interviewing

In-depth assessments and testing

Each candidate undergoes a rigorous vetting process that includes 

behavioral interviews, culture-fit assessments, and soft skills tests to 

ensure they integrate seamlessly with your team.

https://www.pixoulinc.com/downloads/digital-consulting-lookbook


Hiring in this market is tough.  Pixoul 
targeted the right candidates and made 
it easy to  the best 
fits for our team.

identify and integrate

DANNI Keeton, HR Generalist

Pixoul

services we offer

What our clients say

“
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Pixoul

what we do

Pricing

Our straighforward pricing is built around percentage fees 

for direct-hire placements and hourly rates for 1099 

contractors. 



To better align with your needs, we offer flat-rate pricing 

for additional services, like background checks, skills 

tests, design challenges, code reviews, personality 

assessments, and more.
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Avg. growth from 

better hiring decisions

4x
estimated return on

investment

229%

avg. Federal R&D tax 

credit savings

$240k
more candidates 

sourced with AI

81%

Past client outcomes



Prove it. 

Let’s see some of 
your candidates.
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Candidates

Christine Graham
Project Manager

Experience

15 years

Specialty

PMP, SCRUM certified

Average rate

$145/hr.

Location

Seattle, WA

Employment history

Facebook, Uber, Airbnb
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Candidates

Kevin Sutter
Machine Learning Engineer

Experience

6 years

Specialty

Python, Amazon Redshift, Snowflake

Average rate

$153/hr.

Location

San Francisco, CA

Employment history

Amazon, Tesla
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Pixoul

Candidates

Richard Bourland
Vice President of Design

Experience

23 years

Specialty

Design systems, Product launches

Average rate

$172/hr.

Location

New York City, NY

Employment history

Apple, Salesforce, Sony
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what’s our goal in all of this?

To produce agile product teams that can 
that drive change, grow traction, and 

launch your next digital product.

enact real 
results 
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Ready for next

steps?

Let’s talk.
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https://www.pixoulinc.com/contact-us

